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Abstract
We are entering into an era of innovation and rapid change, fueled by disruptive technology. It is a new kind of technological revolution that will fundamentally change the way we live and work. In its scale, scope, and impact, the transformation will be unlike anything mankind has experienced before. If we look closely into the current revolution, it has intelligence information technologies at its core, converging with existing industries and being combined with science and engineering in diverse fields, bringing out novel innovations. Systems featuring a tight combination of, and coordination between, the system’s computational and physical elements are broadly called cyber physical systems (CPS). They have the potential to transform how humans interact with and control the physical world. Advances in key technologies are changing how these types of systems operate. For instance, the level of uncertainty in which these systems operate is increasing, creating the need for greater resiliency. Pervasive wireless access is pushing these systems to unprecedented dynamic and non-deterministic situations. There is a critical demand for CPS to be adaptive to provide robustness to meet the requirements. In this talk, we illustrate few technologies driving the innovation, and discuss the research challenges that need to be addressed to achieve the dream of a smart and safe new world.
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Abstract
Nowadays, sensing technologies and large-scale computing infrastructures have produced a variety of big data in urban spaces, e.g. human mobility, air quality, traffic patterns, and geographical data. The big data implies rich knowledge about a city and can help tackle these challenges when used correctly. We believe this is the right time to research on holistic urban big data which has been made possible due to recent advances in communication technologies that allow wireless connection and untethered data exchange among vast urban sensing and computing devices, as well as advanced data and computing science that provides us necessary methods and computing power to understand, model, and reason the urban data and people. In this talk, we will give some properties for processing urban big data and discuss how the collaborative computing bridges the data and computation in the cyber space and the environment, systems, people and things in the physical world.
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